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Concise overview of the position and facts
APPELLANT’S FACTUM
PART I – OVERVIEW OF THE POSITION AND FACTS

(A)

Overview

[1]

This appeal concerns “broadcast-incidental copies,” which are copies of television and Internet

programming that do not themselves generate revenue, and whose only purpose is to facilitate modern
digital broadcasting. The question that this Court must answer is whether television and Internet
broadcasters are required to pay millions of dollars in copyright royalties for the music found in these
broadcast-incidental copies – in addition to the royalties that broadcasters already pay to integrate that
music into their programming in the first place.
[2]

CBC submits that if the Copyright Act1 is interpreted in a technologically-neutral manner, the

answer to this question is no. Broadcast-incidental copies either do not engage the reproduction right, or
they are covered under the reproduction licences CBC already holds. In the alternative, a technologicallyneutral application of the Act entitles the respondent SODRAC to no more than nominal royalties.
[3]

This result is consistent with both the principle of technological neutrality and common business

sense. Broadcast-incidental copies have no economic value, since they are not sold or shown to anyone
(in fact, their creation involves substantial costs). The television industry accords so little value to
broadcast-incidental copies that they are rarely mentioned in licence agreements; when they are, it is to
indicate that they are included in the licence at no extra cost.2
[4]

The respondent SODRAC is the first Canadian copyright holder to attempt to monetize

broadcast-incidental copies. This represents a subversion of the purpose of the Copyright Act in an
attempt to generate economic rents through a layered licensing scheme.
[5]

SODRAC’s layered licensing scheme was upheld by the decisions below, but they reached this

outcome through a fundamental error of law, namely the rejection of technological neutrality as a guiding
principle in the interpretation and application of the Copyright Act.

1

2

Copyright Act, RSC 1985, c C-42 [Copyright Act or simply “the Act”], Appellant’s Book of Authorities
(“ABA”) at Tab 2.
Broadcast-incidental copies are so legally and economically unimportant that the leading American
authority on music licensing does not mention them at all: Al Kohn & Bob Kohn, Kohn on Music Licensing,
4th ed (Wolters Kluwer, 2009) at 1085-1138, ABA at Tab 40.
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Technological neutrality has been an important principle of Canadian copyright law for

decades.3 On July 7, 2012, this Court confirmed that technological neutrality is an interpretative principle
of the Copyright Act in three cases of its landmark “Copyright Pentalogy.”4
[7]

Yet in the judgment below, the Federal Court of Appeal (“FCA”) ruled that this Court’s

Copyright Pentalogy provides “no guidance” on how to apply the principle of technological neutrality
“when faced with a copyright problem in which technological change is a material fact.” 5 The FCA
concluded that in the absence of such guidance, it was free to interpret the Copyright Act without
reference to technological neutrality.
[8]

The FCA’s non-neutral interpretation of the Act led it to uphold a Copyright Board (“Board”)

decision6 that endorses the very mischief this Court warned against in the Pentalogy – namely, the
imposition of gratuitous costs on more efficient digital technologies.7 In fact, the Board rejected
technological neutrality in favour of a “more copies, more royalties” approach to royalty-setting. The
Board’s approach was approved by the FCA on judicial review, even though the FCA acknowledged that
SODRAC was seeking to maximize its revenues via a layered licensing structure. 8
[9]

It is CBC’s fundamental position that SODRAC’s layered approach to licensing constitutes

impermissible double-dipping that violates technological neutrality and that is contrary to the objectives
of the Copyright Act. This Court should allow the appeal and reaffirm the importance of technological
neutrality and economic common sense in Canadian copyright law.

3

4

5

6

7
8

Composers, Authors and Publishers Association of Canada v CTV Television Network, [1968] SCR 676
at 682-683 [CTV Television], ABA at Tab 10; SOCAN v Canadian Association of Internet Providers, 2004
SCC 45 at paras 114-116, [2004] 2 SCR 427 [CAIP], ABA at Tab 22; Robertson v Thompson Corp, 2006
SCC 43 at paras 48-49, [2006] 2 SCR 363 [Robertson], ABA at Tab 18.
These three cases were: Entertainment Software Association v SOCAN, 2012 SCC 34 at paras 5-12, [2012]
2 SCR 231 [ESA], ABA at Tab 12; Rogers Communications v SOCAN, 2012 SCC 35 at paras 29-30, 37-40,
[2012] 2 SCR 283 [Rogers], ABA at Tab 19; SOCAN v Bell Canada, 2012 SCC 36 at para 43, [2012] 2 SCR
326 [Bell], ABA at Tab 21. The other cases of the Pentalogy were: Alberta (Education) v Canadian
Copyright Licensing Agency (Access Copyright), 2012 SCC 37, [2012] 2 SCR 345, ABA at Tab 5; Re:Sound
v Motion Picture Theatre Associations of Canada, 2012 SCC 38, [2012] 2 SCR 376, ABA at Tab 16.
CBC v SODRAC, 2014 FCA 84 at paras 40, 42, 44 [FCA Judgment], Appellant’s Record (“AR”) vol 1
at 132.
SODRAC v CBC; SODRAC v Astral (2012), Copyright Board Files 70.2-2008-01, 70.2-2008.02 [Statutory
Licence Decision], AR vol 1 at 1; SODRAC v CBC (2013), Copyright Board File 70.2-2012-01 [Interim
Licence Decision], AR vol 1 at 122.
ESA, supra note 4 at paras 4, 9.
FCA Judgment, supra note 5 at para 16.
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[10]

Concise overview of the position and facts

The Parties

The appellant CBC is a federal Crown corporation. It has been Canada’s national public

broadcaster since 1936. The federal Broadcasting Act entrusts CBC with the mission of keeping
Canadians informed, enlightened, and entertained via programming that promotes Canada’s diversity,
national identity, and distinct culture.9
[11]

This appeal is concerned primarily with TV broadcasting. CBC’s Internet broadcasting is also

at issue, but it will follow the result of this Court’s ruling on the television-related issues.
[12]

In order to discharge its public mandate, CBC both creates original TV programs and licenses

or buys programs produced by third parties. When CBC produces its own TV programs, it occupies the
role of both producer and broadcaster. When CBC licences or buys programs from third parties, it acts
only as broadcaster.
[13]

The respondents, the Society for Reproduction Rights of Authors, Composers and Publishers in

Canada Inc. and SODRAC (2003) Inc. (collectively, “SODRAC”), are a collective society within the
meaning of the Copyright Act.10 SODRAC specializes in French-language music reproduction rights,
which it administers on behalf of its members. Its members are mostly Canadian, although SODRAC
also represents foreign collective societies in the Canadian market.
[14]

SODRAC holds a virtual monopoly over French-language music rights in Canada. As of

November 2009, SODRAC claimed an active repertoire consisting of 267,227 works.11 In the same
period, SODRAC’s nearest “competitor” was Editorial Avenue, which had a repertoire of only
8,000 works (or 3% of SODRAC’s repertoire).12 As a result, SODRAC enjoys a dominant, if not
monopolistic, position in the market for French-language music reproduction rights.13
[15]

SODRAC always takes an assignment of its members’ copyrights.14 Because its members have

assigned away their copyrights, SODRAC is now the only entity that can grant reproduction licences for

9
10

11
12
13
14

Broadcasting Act, SC 1991, c 11, s 3(1)(l)-(n), ABA at Tab 1.
Supra note 1, s 2. See also Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 18; FCA Judgment, supra note 5
at para 7.
SODRAC Statement of Case [SODRAC-1] at para 14, AR vol 2 at 29.
CBC/Astral Statement of Case [DEF-1] at para 12, AR vol 2 at 153.
Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 18.
SODRAC Statement of Case, supra note 11 at para 16.
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the works in its repertoire. Users cannot negotiate directly with SODRAC’s members, and must deal with
SODRAC itself. SODRAC’s monopoly over French-language music is thus total, to the exclusion of
even its own members.
[16]

The rights which SODRAC administers are reproduction rights, and not performance rights.

The right to publicly perform or telecommunicate the works in SODRAC’s repertoire are administered
by SOCAN – a different collective society. CBC has paid between $6 and $7 million dollars annually to
SOCAN for the copyright licences it requires to broadcast musical works on conventional television, and
SOCAN is requesting $8.9 million annually for the future.15
[17]

Virtually all copyright holders who are members of SODRAC are also members of SOCAN.

Regardless of how this Court disposes of the present appeal, SODRAC’s members will continue to
receive substantial copyright royalties from CBC payable via SOCAN for the public performance or
telecommunication of their works to the public.
(ii)
[18]

Digital Broadcasting Technology and the Copies at Issue in this Appeal

In the Statutory Licence Decision, the Board made general findings about how music is copied

in the context of a modern digital broadcasting environment16 and the various types of copies which were
at issue before it.17 This section summarizes the information relevant to this appeal, which concerns only
two types of copies: copies generated during the “synchronization” process and copies made solely for
broadcasting purposes, which are referred to as “broadcast-incidental copies.” Synchronization and the
creation of broadcast-incidental copies are both part of the same pre-broadcast activity, whose only
purpose is to create a film or television program suitable for broadcasting. Both types of copy are
described below.
[19]

The process of taking a stand-alone musical work and incorporating it into a TV program or

movie is known as “synchronization” in the film and television industry. 18 The Board accepted expert
evidence that in a digital environment, synchronization can require between 12 and 20 copies.19
15

16
17
18
19

CBC Response to SODRAC Discovery Question 20 (Re: Historical CBC-SOCAN Royalties) [SODRAC103], AR vol 4 at 13 [“Historical CBC-SOCAN Royalties”]; Statement of Royalties to be Collected by
SOCAN for the Public Performance or Communication to the Public by Telecommunication, in Canada, of
Musical Works, or Dramatico-Musical Works, Canada Gazette, Part I Supplement (21 June 2014) at 13
(Tariff 2.D) [CBC-SOCAN Tariff], ABA at Tab 42.
Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at paras 50-56.
Ibid at paras 10-13.
Ibid at para 11.
Ibid at para 52.
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The Board called these “production-incidental copies.”20 While synchronization is an industry term, it is
generally accepted that synchronization is an exercise of the reproduction right. 21 In industry parlance, a
“synchronization right” refers to a licence to carry out synchronization. CBC has always accepted that it
requires a synchronization licence in order to synchronize music, and has held a SODRAC
synchronization licence for decades.
[20]

CBC synchronizes music when it produces TV programs in-house. When dealing with copyright

holders other than SODRAC, CBC concludes “transactional” licences in the marketplace, by locating the
copyright holder and clearing the necessary rights via a negotiated licence. These licences are
transactional because they cover only the specific, identified musical works which CBC requires. For its
French-language programming, where SODRAC controls the licensing market, the practice has been to
use a blanket licence, which covered all synchronizations of any work in SODRAC’s repertoire for use
in television broadcasting. SODRAC’s licensing practices are explained in greater detail in section (iv),
below.
[21]

When CBC purchases or licences TV programs from third-party producers, CBC does not

require a synchronization licence because it does not conduct synchronization. Instead, it is the outside
producer of that TV program who requires a licence, and who is accordingly responsible for obtaining
and paying for synchronization rights.
[22]

Once the synchronization process is complete, the producer (whether CBC or a third party) will

have a single “master” copy of the TV program. The master itself is never used for broadcasting purposes,
since this would risk loss or damage to the master, which is initially the only synchronized copy of the
TV program. Instead, the producer will make one or more copies of the master and send a copy to the
broadcaster who has acquired broadcasting rights in the TV program.
[23]

The broadcaster then transfers the TV program into its digital content management system.22

These systems consist of high-powered servers and computer workstations, generally linked into
networks. They are standard equipment in the TV broadcasting industry.23

20
21
22
23

Ibid at para 12.
Copyright Act, supra note 1, s 3(1) in limine, 3(1)(d), 3(1)(e).
Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 53.
FCA Judgment, supra note 5 para 18.
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The use of digital content management systems leads to the creation of “broadcast-incidental

copies,” which are at the core of this appeal. A broadcast-incidental copy is a copy of a TV program that
is made solely for the purpose of facilitating the broadcast of that TV program. 24 They are never sold or
otherwise distributed by the broadcaster. Their use is internal and non-remunerative. Many of these
copies are low-quality working copies that cannot themselves be broadcast, such as those used to create
closed captioning for the benefit of deaf television viewers.25
[25]

Once a TV program has been transferred into the digital content management system, broadcast-

incidental copies will be made before, during, and after the broadcast. 26 For example, the digital file
received by the broadcaster may need to be reformatted to function properly with the broadcaster’s
system, or it may need to be edited, for example for timing or closed captioning purposes. Digital content
management systems are also used to create backup copies, often on an automated basis.
[26]

CBC makes broadcast-incidental copies of all TV programs that it broadcasts, regardless of

whether those programs are produced in-house or by a third party. All of these copies derive from a
“master” produced under a synchronization licence. There are no broadcast-incidental copies that do not
trace back to a master copy produced under a synchronization licence.
[27]

Throughout the creation of broadcast-incidental copies, no revenue is generated by the

broadcaster. The transfer of a file containing a TV program into the broadcaster’s digital content
management system does not generate revenue, nor do the various editing or technical activities that
occur thereafter. In fact, these activities are very expensive for broadcasters.27
[28]

The broadcaster’s revenues are unlocked only through the actual broadcast of the TV program,

which generates revenue in the form of advertising or subscription fees. Broadcasting TV programs
containing music is an event which requires the payment of royalties to SOCAN for the communication
to the public by telecommunication of that music.28

24

25
26
27

28

For examples of how broadcast-incidental copies are used by broadcasters, see: Table Comparing Number
of Copies in a Tape-based Broadcasting Environment vs. Server-based Broadcasting Environment [AST18], AR vol 6 at 32; Transcript of Mr. Bell’s Testimony before the Copyright Board, 15 June 2010, vol 11
at 2021-2038, AR vol 3 at 157.
Bell Testimony, ibid at 2022-2023, 2025, 2030-2031.
Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 54.
Bell Testimony, supra note 24 at 2084, 2115; Transcript of Mr. Mooney’s Testimony before the Copyright
Board, 15 June 2010, vol 11 at 2143, AR vol 3 at 178.
Historical CBC-SOCAN Royalties, supra note 15 (amounts paid in the past); CBC-SOCAN Tariff,
supra note 15 (proposed future amounts).
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Finally, CBC also makes television programs available online through its website. The technical

and legal aspects of CBC’s Internet broadcasting activity are substantially identical to its television
broadcasting, thus CBC’s submissions apply to both TV broadcast-incidental copies and Internet
broadcast-incidental copies.
(iii) The 1992 Licence Between CBC and SODRAC
[30]

Starting in 1992, SODRAC and CBC were bound by a negotiated licence that covered all

synchronization and other reproductions of SODRAC’s musical repertoire made by CBC during its
television, radio, and Internet broadcasting activities (the “1992 Licence”).29
[31]

Under the 1992 Licence, CBC paid $520,000 a year for these rights at the time SODRAC

initiated this litigation.30 The Statutory Licence Decision increases the annual licence fee CBC must pay
to SODRAC more than four-fold, to over $2.3 million per year.
[32]

SODRAC claims that in 1995 it “denounced” or somehow repudiated the 1992 Licence.

However, the Board found that the 1992 Licence continued in effect despite the purported repudiation.31
Indeed, SODRAC accepted royalty payments from CBC pursuant to the 1992 Licence for the next
two decades. CBC has continued to pay the licence fee stipulated in the 1992 licence during the course
of this litigation, at first voluntarily and later pursuant to interim orders from the Board and FCA.
(iv) SODRAC’s Layered Licensing Strategy
[33]

Over the past two decades, SODRAC has used its monopolistic position to impose an

increasingly complex, confusing, and inefficient system of layered licences on the broadcasting sector.
[34]

In the 1990s, following this Court’s judgment in Bishop v. Stevens,32 SODRAC began to offer

blanket synchronization licences to Québec television broadcasters.33 These blanket synchronization
licences covered both synchronization and any incidental reproductions that were necessary to produce
and broadcast television programs. These licences are called “blanket” licences because they authorize
the use of any work in SODRAC’s repertoire, rather than specific musical works. These licences were
“through-to-the-viewer” licences, because a single licence covered all necessary reproductions, starting
with the creation of the master copy and continuing through to the final broadcast to the viewing public.
29
30
31
32
33

Licence Agreement Between SODRAC and CBC, dated 19 March 1992 [SODRAC-16], AR vol 4 at 1.
Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 20; FCA Judgment, supra note 5 at para 10.
Statutory Licence Decision, ibid at para 20.
[1990] 2 SCR 467 [Bishop] ABA at Tab 6.
Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 72.
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During this period, independent producers who created and sold television programs to

broadcasters were not required to obtain their own reproduction or synchronization licences. Their
synchronization of musical works was covered by the general synchronization licences that SODRAC
issued to broadcasters.34
[36]

SODRAC’s synchronization licences of this period were in some respects industry-standard,

and in others unique to SODRAC. The blanket synchronization licences were “through-to-the-viewer”
licences, which covered all reproductions necessary to create and broadcast TV programming, regardless
of whether they were carried out by the broadcaster or an outside producer.35 This practice was consistent
with North American industry norms, which favour through-to-the-viewer licences. However, SODRAC
was unique in that it required broadcasters to pay for the through-to-the-viewer licence, when the North
American norm was for producers to pay for these rights (producers normally pay for synchronization
because they are the party who actually carries out synchronization and who makes the choice about
which musical works to include in a program).36 SODRAC’s blanket licence strategy was also unique,
since outside of Québec, transactional synchronization licences continued to be the norm. In fact, blanket
reproduction licences have never been used in the television industry outside of Québec. But, apart from
this, SODRAC’s practices were otherwise consistent with North American and Canadian norms of
through-to-the-viewer licences, and were tolerable for broadcasters.
[37]

This began to change in 1998, when SODRAC took its first step towards establishing a layered

licensing strategy.37 In a letter to the Québec Association of Independent Film and Television Producers,
SODRAC announced that it would now require producers to acquire an independent synchronization
licence.38 In order to induce producers to accept the imposition of a second reproduction licence
(in addition to broadcasters’ blanket synchronization licence), SODRAC promised that it would not
charge any royalties under this new synchronization licence, and would consider the royalties paid by
broadcasters as sufficient compensation.39 SODRAC claimed that its only motivation in seeking a second
reproduction licence from producers (in addition to the blanket licences already held by broadcasters)
34

35
36

37
38

39

Ibid; Letter from SODRAC to CBC re: Scope of 1992 Licence, dated 22 October 1992 [DEF-8], AR vol 4
at 107.
Statutory Licence Decision, ibid at para 72.
Gerry Wall & Bernie Lefebvre, “Economic Valuation of the Copyright Fees Proposed by SODRAC for
Astral and SRC/CBC” (2010) at para 85 [DEF-3] [Wall Expert Report], AR vol 4 at 17.
Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 72.
Letter from SODRAC to the Québec Association of Independent Film and Television Producers re:
Synchronization Licences, dated 15 May 1998 [DEF-9], AR vol 4 at 108.
Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 72.
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was to obtain better information about the musical works being used by producers. 40 However,
SODRAC’s no-royalty “licence zéro” policy was not to last.
[38]

In 2006, SODRAC dropped its no-royalty synchronization licence for producers, and replaced

it with a full-price synchronization licence.41 SODRAC euphemistically referred to this licence as
granting a “right of first integration,” a term of its own invention. Under this “right of first integration”
a producer pays substantial royalties in order to synchronize music for a single master copy of a television
program. The “right of first integration” is then spent – no further copies may be made by the producer
or anyone else.
[39]

SODRAC is the only copyright holder in Canada that offers such “bare” synchronization

licences.42 More broadly, CBC does not know of any copyright holder in North America that offers
“bare” synchronization licences, nor was SODRAC able to provide an example to the Board.
[40]

As a result of the 2006 changes, SODRAC was now charging broadcasters for synchronizations

carried out by either the broadcaster itself or its third-party producers, while also purporting to charge
producers for those (same) synchronization rights.
[41]

The statutory licence which SODRAC succeeded in imposing on CBC and Astral Media Inc.

(“Astral”) through Copyright Board litigation represents the next step in its layered licensing scheme.43
Under this statutory licence, SODRAC now monetizes broadcast-incidental copies. Monetizing
broadcast-incidental copies results in the payment of three copyright royalties for the broadcast of
content, including two separate royalties for the reproduction right.
[42]

Initially, the producer of a TV program pays SODRAC a synchronization royalty for the “first

integration” of music into the program (i.e. the right to make a single master copy, and no more). Next,
the broadcaster of that TV program must pay SODRAC a second royalty to cover subsequent broadcast-

40

41

42
43

SODRAC Pamphlet “Pre-existing Musical Works: How to Clear Rights”, dated 27 October 2004 [DEF-11],
AR vol 4 at 114; Letter from the Québec Association of Independent Film and Television Producers to its
Members, dated 25 October 2005 [DEF-12], AR vol 4 at 116.
Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 72; Letter from SODRAC to the Association of Independent
Québec Film and Television Producers re: Synchronization Licences, dated 8 February 2006 [DEF-16],
AR vol 4 at 119.
Wall Expert Report supra note 36 at para 30.
SODRAC launched similar proceedings against Astral for its television broadcast-incidental copies. The
SODRAC-CBC arbitration was consolidated with the SODRAC-Astral arbitration, as well as SODRAC
Tariff No 5, which related to the movie industry. All three matters were heard together by the Board in June,
2010. Neither the Astral-SODRAC arbitration nor SODRAC Tariff 5 are at issue in this appeal.
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incidental copies created in order to carry out the broadcasts which are the very objective contemplated
by the synchronization licence. Finally, when the program is actually broadcast, the broadcaster pays a
third royalty, this time to SOCAN for the public performance (communication to the public by
telecommunication) right.44
All three of these payments are received by the same copyright holder, since SOCAN’s

[43]

membership includes virtually all of the authors, composers, and publishers who are members of
SODRAC.
On judicial review, the FCA acknowledged that SODRAC was engaged in “a layered approach

[44]

to licensing in which each link in the distribution chain must acquire (and pay for) the right to make the
copies required.”45 The FCA also acknowledged that SODRAC’s licensing strategy was designed solely
to maximize the revenues of its members.46
Understandably, CBC and many others objected to SODRAC’s layered licensing strategy as

[45]

unjustified “double dipping.” Negotiations between SODRAC and the Québec television industry stalled.
Unable to reach a market-based negotiated solution, SODRAC chose statutory arbitration, first targeting
CBC and Astral, which resulted in the decisions below.
SODRAC’s success in defending its layered licensing strategy in the FCA has already inspired

[46]

copycat tariffs, as at least one other collective society seeks to monetize broadcast-incidental copies in
the television industry for the first time. On March 31, 2014 – the same day that the FCA Judgment was
released – SODRAC’s English-language counterpart, the Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights
Agency (“CMRRA”), filed a similar tariff with the Board.47 The proposed CMRRA tariff would impose
$50 million in additional annual royalties on television broadcasters who generate broadcast-incidental
copies.48 Given the timing and content of the tariff, it appears to be directly inspired by the decisions
below.

44
45
46
47
48

Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 72; FCA Judgment, supra note 5 at paras 10-11.
FCA Judgment, supra note 5 at para 16.
Ibid.
CMRRA Commercial Television Tariff, 2015, Canada Gazette, Part I (24 May 2014), AR vol 3 at 209.
Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency, “CMRRA Commercial Television Tariff,” press release
dated 29 April 2014 [CMRRA Press Release], AR vol 3 at 228.
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The Decisions Below
(i)

[47]

The Board’s 2008-2012 Statutory Licence Decision

On November 14, 2008, SODRAC asked the Board to fix the royalties of a licence between

itself and CBC via statutory arbitration under s. 70.2 of the Copyright Act.49 SODRAC’s proposed licence
covered all reproductions of musical works made by CBC in the context of its radio, television, and
Internet broadcasting activities, as well as DVD sales and licensing of CBC’s TV programs to third
parties.
[48]

In its decision, the Board imposed a licence on CBC for 2008-2012 that contained substantially

the same terms that SODRAC requested. The Board refused to give effect to CBC’s argument that higher
royalties should not be triggered merely because of technological changes in the broadcasting industry.
Instead, it held that “since [digital] technologies involve the use of additional copies, some of the benefits
associated with the technologies must be reflected in the remuneration that flows [to copyright holders]
from the… additional copies.”50
(ii)
[49]

The Board’s 2012-2016 Interim Licence Decision

The day after the Board released its Statutory Licence Decision, SODRAC applied for an interim

licence between itself and CBC on the same terms as the Statutory Licence Decision.51 This interim
licence would apply until a second round of statutory arbitration between the parties fixed royalty rates
for the 2012-2016 period.
[50]

CBC objected to the interim licence on the basis that the 2012 amendments to the Copyright Act

and this Court’s 2012 Copyright Pentalogy made it inappropriate to use the Board’s 2008-2012 statutory
licence as a “status quo” for the post-2012 period. These arguments were rejected by the Board, which
ruled that its own statutory licence automatically constituted the new status quo between the parties,
notwithstanding any change to the legal environment.52 Shortly thereafter, the Interim Licence Decision
was itself stayed by the Federal Court of Appeal in order to preserve the status quo between the parties
pending appeal.53

49
50
51
52
53

Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6.
Ibid at para 81.
Interim Licence Decision, supra note 6.
Ibid at para 19.
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation v SODRAC, 2013 FCA 60 [FCA Stay Judgment], AR vol 3 at 47.
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Concise overview of the position and facts

(iii) The FCA Judgment
[51]

CBC and Astral applied to the FCA for judicial review of the Statutory Licence Decision; CBC

also sought judicial review of the Interim Licence Decision.
[52]

The FCA affirmed the Statutory Licence Decision in its entirety (with the exception of a

mathematical error that was corrected). On the issue of technological neutrality, the FCA quoted from
this Court’s Copyright Pentalogy, but held that these decisions provided “no guidance” on how to apply
the principle of technological neutrality, and continued by saying “it is difficult to know how one is to
approach technological neutrality post-ESA” when courts are “faced with a copyright problem in which
technological change is a material fact.”54
[53]

The FCA also affirmed the Interim Licence Decision, holding that the Board’s 2008-2012

licence automatically constituted the applicable status quo between the parties once it was upheld on
judicial review. The FCA refused to consider the effects of the 2012 Copyright Act amendments.55
---------PART II – STATEMENT OF QUESTIONS IN ISSUE
[54]

With respect to its appeal from judicial review of the Statutory Licence Decision (FCA

docket A-516-12), this appeal raises the following questions of law:
1.

Under a technologically-neutral interpretation of the Copyright Act, do broadcastincidental copies require a separate licence?

2.

If a licence is required, what is a technologically-neutral royalty rate for broadcastincidental copies?

[55]

With respect to its appeal from judicial review of the Interim Licence Decision (FCA

docket A-63-13), this appeal raises the following question of law:
3.

Did the Board err in law by granting an interim licence?
----------

54
55

FCA Judgment, supra note 5 at paras 40, 42, 44.
Ibid at para 93.
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PART III – STATEMENT OF ARGUMENTS

[56]

The issues raised by this appeal are questions of law for which the standard of review is

correctness (section A(i), below). The Board and FCA erred in law by ignoring the principle of
technological neutrality (A(ii)). The Board in particular erred by deferring to SODRAC’s preferred
licensing scheme, rather than acting as an independent economic regulator (A(iii)).
[57]

Under a technologically-neutral interpretation of the Act, this Court should rule that CBC does

not require a licence for broadcast-incidental copies, either because they do not engage the reproduction
right (B(i)), or because they are implicitly covered by CBC’s synchronization licence (B(ii)).
[58]

In the alternative, if CBC does require a licence for broadcast-incidental copies, then a

technologically-neutral interpretation of the Act compels a significant reduction in SODRAC’s royalties.
This Court should either impose a nominal royalty, to reflect the fact that broadcast-incidental copies do
not have independent economic value (C(i)), or return the case to the Board, because the Board’s use of
ratios to set royalties is not technologically-neutral and produces irrational results (C(ii)).
[59]

Finally, the Board erred by imposing an interim licence based on the Statutory Licence Decision,

because the Board’s 2008-2012 statutory licence does not reflect the post-2012 status quo (D(i)). Even
if it did, the Board lacked jurisdiction to continue some parts of the Statutory Licence Decision on an
interim basis, since the Board cannot impose a blanket synchronization licence on an unwilling
licensee (D(ii)).
(A)

General
(i)

[60]

Standard of Review

This Court applies a correctness standard of review to questions of law decided by the Board,

including the Board’s interpretation of the Copyright Act.56 Questions of fact and questions of mixed fact
and law are reviewed on a deferential standard, similar to that applied by appellate courts reviewing trial
judges’ decisions.57
[61]

The issues raised by this appeal are pure questions of law. Statutory interpretation is a question

of law.58 Technological neutrality is a principle of statutory interpretation that applies to the

56
57
58

Rogers, supra note 4 at para 15; CAIP, supra note 3 at para 49.
Rogers, ibid, at para 20.
Canadian National Railway Co v Canada (Attorney General), 2014 SCC 40 at para 33, ABA at Tab 8.
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Copyright Act.59 The Board’s failure to apply this principle was thus an error of law, since it involves the
Board’s interpretation of the Act.60 Indeed, as in CAIP, the issues raised by this appeal are “far beyond
the working out of the details of an appropriate royalty tariff, which [is] the core of the Board’s
mandate.”61
(ii)
[62]

Technological Neutrality and the Purpose of the Copyright Act

Neither decision below considered technological neutrality in its interpretation of the Copyright

Act. The Board never adverted to the principle of technological neutrality, even though the Copyright
Pentalogy had been released several months before the Statutory Licence Decision. For its part, the FCA
refused to apply technological neutrality, arguing that this Court’s case law provides “no guidance” on
that issue. Consequently, both decisions contain clear errors of law.
[63]

Technological neutrality is a core principle of Canadian copyright law. This was settled by the

2012 Copyright Pentalogy,62 which was inspired by and confirmed an earlier line of pre-Pentalogy
decisions.63 Technological neutrality is also a widely-recognized principle of copyright law
internationally; as Francis Gurry, director of the World Intellectual Property Organization states,
copyright law must show “neutrality to technology and to business models developed in response to
technology… copyright should be about promoting cultural dynamism, not preserving or promoting
vested business interests.”64
[64]

There are two reasons why technological neutrality is central to copyright law: first,

technological neutrality plays a key role in achieving the proper balance between copyright users and
copyright holders; and second, it achieves a number of concrete policy objectives.
[65]

First, this Court’s approach to the Copyright Act’s purpose has evolved substantially since the

time of Bishop v. Stevens, when it declared that the “single object” of the Act was to benefit the authors

59
60
61
62
63

64

ESA, supra note 4 at para 9.
Rogers, supra note 4 at paras 13-15, 20.
CAIP, supra note 3 at para 49 [emphasis added].
Supra note 4.
CTV Television, supra note 3 at 682-683; CAIP, supra note 3 at paras 114-116; Robertson, supra note 3 at
paras 48-49.
See e.g. Francis Gurry, Director General of the World Intellectual Property Organization, “The Future of
Copyright” Speech Delivered at Queensland University of Technology, Sydney, 25 February 2011, ABA at
Tab 31.
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of works.65 In Théberge, this Court moved away from this author-centric view of the Act, and held that
the true purpose of the Copyright Act is to promote the public interest by seeking a fair balance between
the interests of copyright holders and copyright users.66 As Binnie J. put it:
The proper balance among these and other public policy objectives lies not
only in recognizing the creator’s rights but in giving due weight to their
limited nature. In crassly economic terms it would be as inefficient to
overcompensate artists and authors for the right of reproduction as it would
be self-defeating to undercompensate them… Excessive control by holders of
copyrights and other forms of intellectual property may unduly limit the
ability of the public domain to incorporate and embellish creative innovation
in the long-term interests of society as a whole, or create practical obstacles
to proper utilization.67
[66]

This line of analysis was taken up again in ESA and Bell, where this Court quoted approvingly

from Théberge, and went on to hold that the public’s interest in a balance between the rights of authors
and users “should be preserved in the digital environment.”68 Technological neutrality is one of the means
by which this balance is preserved.69 Thus, under a technologically-neutral application of the Act,
copyright holders should neither gain nor lose rights in a digital environment.
[67]

By refusing to apply technological neutrality, the decisions below departed from this Court’s

copyright jurisprudence. In its place, they uncritically accepted SODRAC’s position that the mere
adoption of digital technology justified a massive increase in copyright royalties.
[68]

The absolutist approach to authors’ rights based on Bishop that SODRAC championed before

the Board and the FCA is simply no longer the law in Canada. A unanimous judgment in Bell described
the author-centric approach in Bishop as this Court’s “former framework,” from which it had “moved
away.”70 This Court’s modern approach to copyright law requires that courts and the Board uphold the

65

66

67

68
69

70

Supra note 32 at 478-479. Additionally, Bishop was decided using the “literal” or “plain meaning” approach
to statutory interpretation, which this Court later replaced with the “modern approach” to statutory
interpretation in Re Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes, [1998] 1 SCR 27 at paras 21-23 [Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes], ABA at
Tab 15.
Théberge v Galerie d’Art du Petit Champlain, 2002 SCC 34 at paras 30-41, [2002] 2 SCR 336 [emphasis
added], ABA at Tab 24.
Ibid at paras 31, 32 [emphasis added], cited with approval in ESA, supra note 4 at para 7. See also Reference
re CRTC 2010-167 and CRTC 2010-168, 2012 SCC 68 at paras 64-66, [2012] 3 SCR 489, ABA at Tab 17.
ESA, ibid, at para 8. See also Bell, supra note 4 at paras 8-10.
ESA, ibid, at para 8; Bell, ibid at para 43; Robertson, supra note 3, at paras 48-49; Carys Craig
“Technological Neutrality: (Pre)Serving the Purpose of Copyright Law” 271 at 292 in Michael Geist, ed,
The Copyright Pentalogy (University of Ottawa Press, 2013), ABA at Tab 26.
Bell, ibid, at para 9.
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public interest in attaining a balance between the welfare of copyright holders and copyright users. In
any case, Bishop is distinguishable for the reasons given in section B(ii) below.
[69]

Second, technological neutrality is crucial to copyright law because it achieves several important

policy goals:


Ensuring consistent operation of copyright law across different technologies.71



Non-discrimination between old and new media, thereby fostering competition between media
on their respective merits.72



“Future-proofing” the Copyright Act, so that rapid technological change does not require
constant legislative amendments.73



Ensuring that the scope of the Copyright Act does not inadvertently interfere with technologies
exogenous to the Act or encourage copyright litigation for improper purposes, such as
squelching competition.74

[70]

Parliament has recognized the importance of technological neutrality by giving it explicit

statutory recognition. In the preamble to the Copyright Modernization Act, Parliament stated that the
2012 amendments to the Act were intended to “ensure that it remains technologically neutral.”75 In other
words, Parliament believes that Canadian copyright law was technologically neutral pre-2012, and
should remain so in to the future.
[71]

Of course, Parliament can choose to legislate against technological neutrality, by expressly

mandating that certain acts be treated in a non-neutral manner.76 Here, neither the Board nor the FCA
identified any provision of the Copyright Act which would prevent the application of technological
neutrality to the facts at hand. CBC submits that there is no such provision.
71

72

73
74
75
76

Craig, supra note 69 at 285; Hutchison, “Technological Neutrality Explained (And Applied to CBC v.
SODRAC)” (2014) at 6-10, article submitted to the Can JL & Tech, currently available online at:
<papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2533734>
[Hutchison,
“Technological
Neutrality
Explained”] ABA at Tab 37.
David Vaver, Intellectual Property Law, 2nd ed (Irwin Law Book, 2011) at 172-173, ABA at Tab 43; Craig,
ibid, at 272-274; Cameron Hutchison, “The 2012 Supreme Court Copyright Decisions & Technological
Neutrality” (2013) 46:2 UBC L Rev 589 at 607 [Hutchison, “2012 Copyright Decisions”], ABA at Tab 38;
Gregory Hagen, “Technological Neutrality in Canadian Copyright Law” 307 at 322, in Geist, supra note 69,
ABA at Tab 32.
Craig, ibid, at 276.
Hutchison, “2012 Copyright Decisions” supra note 72 at 607, 609; Hagen, supra note 72 at 311.
Copyright Modernization Act, SC 2012, c 20, preamble clause (g) [emphasis added], ABA at Tab 3.
ESA, supra note 4 at para 9.
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(iii) The Board’s Role as a Guardian of the Public Interest
The Canadian Copyright Board was the first institution of its kind in the world. 77 From its

[72]

creation in the 1930s, the Board’s purpose has been to act as an economic regulator, in order to uphold
“the public interest in a fair and well-functioning copyright system.”78 In achieving this purpose, the
Board’s most pressing concern is policing the behaviour of collective societies, whose statutory
monopolies are a constant temptation towards abuse. Indeed, the Board was originally created to address
the excessive royalties that collective societies were extracting from copyright users.79
[73]

This Court recognized the public interest mandate of the Board in Vigneux, where Duff C.J.

wrote:
[T]he dealer in performing rights [i.e. collective societies] has his sole right to
perform any particular musical composition in public qualified by a statutory
license vested in everybody who pays or tenders to the dealer a fee, charge or
royalty which has been fixed by the Copyright Appeal Board [the predecessor
to the Copyright Board] and notified in the Canada Gazette. That seems like
a revolutionary change, but it is evident that the legislature realized in 1931
that this business in which the dealers were engaged is a business affected
with a public interest; and it was felt to be unfair and unjust that these dealers
should possess the power so to control such performing rights as to enable
them to exact… such tolls as it might please them to exact. It is of the first
importance, in my opinion, to take notice of this recognition by the legislature
of the fact that these dealers in performing rights, which rights are the creature
of statute, are engaged in a trade which is affected with a public interest and
may, therefore, conformably to a universally accepted canon, be properly
subjected to public regulation.80
[74]

While Duff C.J. wrote for a concurring minority in Vigneux, the majority in this Court was

reversed on appeal to the Privy Council on another issue. In its judgment, the Privy Council repeatedly

77

78
79

80

Daniel Gervais, “A Uniquely Canadian Institution: The Copyright Board of Canada” 197 at 218, in Ysolde
Gendreau, ed, An Emerging Intellectual Property Paradigm: Perspectives from Canada (Edward Elgar,
2008), ABA at Tab 28.
Gervais, ibid, at 207.
Gervais, ibid, at 208-209; Stéphane Gilker, “Statut des ententes négociées hors du processus de la
Commission” 101 at 109-111 in Ysolde Gendreau, Institutions administratives du droit d’auteur (Yvon
Blais, 2002), ABA at Tab 29.
Vigneux v Canadian Performing Right Society, [1943] SCR 348 at 353 [Vigneux; emphasis added], rev’d
on other grounds [1945] AC 108 (PC) [Vigneux (Privy Council)], ABA at Tab 25.
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endorsed Duff C.J.’s interpretation of the Copyright Act.81 Accordingly, Duff C.J.’s explanation of the
Copyright Board’s purpose has long been accepted as authoritative.82
[75]

By policing the conduct of collective societies, the Board addresses the dangers that are inherent

in a monopolistic system of copyright administration.83 In ESA this Court warned of the inefficiencies
that occur when collective societies over-reach their legitimate economic interests.84 Left unchecked,
it would be very easy for collective societies to exercise undue control over copyright users, since almost
all collectives are monopolies in the relevant market.
[76]

Parliament’s objective in creating the collective society system was to promote the efficient

management of copyrights.85 Parliament’s objective in creating the Copyright Board was to ensure that
this efficient management did not come at the expense of the public interest. Unfortunately, in the
decisions below, the Board failed to consider the public interest, and erred in law by deferring to
SODRAC’s licensing strategies, when instead it should have been scrutinizing them.
[77]

An example of this inappropriate deference is the Board’s discounting of evidence related to

music licensing in the North American television market. The Board held that “the focus must be to a
large extent on SODRAC’s practices… We are asked to design a licence for the use of SODRAC’s
repertoire, not other rights holders. To the extent that its licensing practices are both consistent and
significant in the relevant market, they cannot simply be set aside as deviant.”86 As a result, the Board
held that the relevant licensing market was not North America, but rather Québec, where SODRAC’s
licensing practice predominated due to its monopoly.87
[78]

Yet statutory arbitration does not exist solely for SODRAC’s convenience; the Board was tasked

with designing a licence appropriate to both SODRAC and CBC. Given that CBC is Canada’s national
broadcaster, the Board should have taken into account the wider Canadian and North American context,

81
82

83

84
85
86
87

Vigneux (Privy Council), ibid at 119-121, 123-124.
See e.g. Composers, Authors and Publishers Assn of Canada v Associated Broadcasting Co, [1952] OR 322
(CA), ABA at Tab 9; Composers, Authors and Publishers Assn of Canada v Maple Leaf Broadcasting Co,
[1953] ExCR 130, aff’d with minor variation as to remedy [1954] SCR 624, ABA at Tab 11; Performing
Rights Organization of Canada v Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (1986), 64 NR 330 (FCA), ABA at
Tab 14; SOCAN v Canada (Copyright Board) (1993), 47 CPR (3d) 297 (FC(TD)), ABA at Tab 23.
See e.g. Ariel Katz, “Is Collective Administration of Copyrights Justified by the Economic Literature?” 449
in Marcel Boyer, Michael Trebilcock & David Vaver, eds, Competition Policy and Intellectual Property
(Irwin Law Book, 2009), ABA at Tab 39.
ESA, supra note 4 at para 11. See also Théberge, supra note 66 at para 38.
ESA, ibid.
Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 64.
Ibid at para 78.
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within which SODRAC’s licensing practices were neither significant nor consistent. Furthermore, to the
extent that SODRAC’s practices within Québec are indeed deviant or oppressive, the Board’s role is to
intervene. SODRAC’s preferred licensing scheme should mark the beginning of the Board’s analysis,
and not its end.
(B)

Issue 1: Broadcast-incidental Copies do not Require a Distinct Licence

[79]

A technologically-neutral interpretation of the Copyright Act requires that the portion of the

Board’s licence dealing with broadcast-incidental copies be overturned. This Court has two bases on
which it could overturn that part of the decision. First, broadcast-incidental copies do not require a licence
because under a technologically-neutral interpretation of the Act, they do not engage the reproduction
right (B(i)). Second, in the alternative, even if a licence is required, broadcast-incidental copies do not
require a separate licence, since they are covered by the existing synchronization licence (B(ii)).
(i)
[80]

Broadcast-incidental Copies do not Engage the Reproduction Right

Because both the Board and the FCA relied on Bishop, neither tribunal engaged in the necessary

balancing exercise to determine whether authors were entitled to claim reproduction rights and royalty
fees over broadcast-incidental copies made in pursuit of an authorized synchronization. CBC submits
that, consistent with this court’s case law, such broadcast-incidental copies do not engage the
reproduction right. As a result, CBC has no need for a licence, and SODRAC has no claim to a royalty.
[81]

The scope of the reproduction right is determined by a balancing exercise between the legitimate

interests of copyright holders and copyright users, such as the one this Court conducted in Théberge. The
goal of this exercise is to avoid either under- or over-compensating authors, thereby upholding the
public’s interest in promoting the creation and dissemination of works. 88 By extending the reproduction
right to cover broadcast-incidental copies of a synchronized work, the decisions below eschew a balanced
approach to copyright and provide SODRAC with an unearned windfall. 89 SODRAC’s members are
already amply compensated by the royalties CBC pays SODRAC for synchronization rights, and by the
royalties that CBC pays SOCAN for performance rights. The recognition of a third source of copyright
royalties contradicts the purpose of the Act.

88
89

Théberge, supra note 66 at para 31.
See e.g. Hutchison, supra note 64, “Technological Neutrality Explained” at 17.
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In Théberge and ESA this Court highlighted a number of dangers that flowed from this kind of

over-compensation. Over-compensation often takes the form of impermissible “double-dipping” by
collective societies.90 Over-compensation results in the imposition of “a gratuitous cost for the use of
more efficient, Internet-based [i.e. digital] technologies.”91 Defining the reproduction right too widely
creates “practical obstacles to proper utilization” of copyrighted works. 92 All three of these dangers are
realized by the decisions below.
[83]

First, the decisions below allow SODRAC to “double-dip” by collecting multiple royalties at

different stages of the same economic activity. Synchronization and the creation of broadcast-incidental
copies are both part of the same pre-broadcast activity, whose sole purpose is to create and prepare a
program for broadcasting. This single activity should not attract multiple copyright charges, since doing
so will increase the level of copyright payments beyond what the market would otherwise accept.93
Indeed, the dangers of so-called “royalty stacking” are well-known,94 and this Court has cautioned against
accepting such practices when they result from overlapping royalties paid to different collective
societies.95 Royalty stacking is even more objectionable when it is carried out by a single collective which
seeks to fragment the rights it controls in order to generate multiple royalties.
[84]

The shaded column of the diagram below depicts the additional layer of royalties that SODRAC

seeks to insert into the broadcasting process, on top of the royalties broadcasters already pay to both
SODRAC and SOCAN:
Synchronization
of Musical Work

Creation of Broadcastincidental Copies

Television Broadcast
of Musical Work

Reproduction Right.

Reproduction Right?

Public Performance Right.

First royalty payment to
copyright holder, via
SODRAC.

Another royalty payment to
the same copyright holder via
SODRAC?

Payment to the same copyright
holder, via SOCAN.

90
91
92
93
94

95

Ibid, at paras 10-11.
ESA, supra note 4 at para 9.
Ibid at para 32.
Wall Expert Report, ibid at paras 39-42; ESA, supra note 4 at para 41.
Katz, supra note 83, cited in ESA, ibid at para 11; Jeremy de Beer, “Copyright Royalty Stacking” 335 at 342,
359 in Geist, supra note 69, ABA at Tab 27.
ESA, ibid at paras 9, 11.
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Second, the decisions below impose a gratuitous cost on broadcasters who adopt digital

broadcasting technology. The Board’s reasons indicate that it imposed royalties on the broadcastincidental copies simply because digital content management systems make more copies than their
analog counterparts: “Since these technologies involve the use of additional copies, some of the benefits
associated with the technologies must be reflected in the remuneration that flows from these incidental,
additional copies.”96
[86]

This kind of reasoning will have an obvious chilling effect on the adoption of digital technology

in the broadcasting sector.97 When making investment decisions, broadcasters must now ask themselves
“will this technology use more copies than my current system?” and if the response is yes, they must
factor increased copyright royalties into their purchasing decision.
[87]

Empirical evidence from the United States and Europe confirms that technologically-neutral

decisions unlock millions of dollars of investment capital, while non-neutral decisions choke the flow of
investment capital towards new technology. Lerner and Rafert estimate that a single technologicallyneutral copyright decision in the United States generated between $700 million and $1.3 billion in venture
capital funding for the cloud computing industry.98 They also found that non-neutral copyright decisions
in France and Germany reduced quarterly cloud computing investment in those countries by millions of
dollars relative to other EU countries.99
[88]

The decisions below threaten the continued pace of innovation in the broadcasting sector by

imposing increased copyright liability contingent on the adoption of digital technology. If technological
neutrality is not a principle of the Copyright Act, what is to prevent SODRAC or other collective societies
from seeking greater royalties from broadcasters and other content distributors every time more copies
are made as a result of the industry’s adoption of more powerful servers or more ample digital memory?
In reaction to the decisions below, rational decision-makers will delay investment in digital technology,
stifling the emergence of new services which use music in innovative ways.

96
97

98

99

Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 81.
Wall Expert Report, supra note 36 at para 49; Transcript of Dr. Wall’s Testimony before the Copyright
Board, 16 June 2010, vol 12 at 2355, AR vol 3 at 199.
Josh Lerner & Greg Rafert, “Lost in the Clouds: The Impact of Changing Property Rights on Investment in
Cloud Computing Ventures” (2012) Harvard Business School Research Paper at 3-4, 24-25, 27, 32-33,
ABA at Tab 41.
Ibid.
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Third, recognizing copyright liability for broadcast-incidental copies would create enormous

practical barriers to using music in a digital broadcasting environment. The Board found that digital
content management systems were standard in the broadcasting industry, and that these systems
automatically generate broadcast-incidental copies when operated.100 The evidence before the Board
showed that the industry would be paralyzed without the ability to make broadcast-incidental copies.101
Imposing copyright liability for pervasive but incidental activities has all the hallmarks of an intellectual
property “anticommons,” in which users cannot make effective practical use of copyrighted works. 102
[90]

For the above reasons, the proper balance between copyright users and rightsholders is not

served by recognizing liability for broadcast-incidental copies. This is not just a question of prejudice to
users, although users clearly suffer from double-dipping by collective societies. The decisions below are
also detrimental to collective societies’ own members, since they trade off a short-run spike in royalties
against lower use of more expensive Canadian music in the long run. The music of Canadian artists
whose works are administered by SODRAC is now more expensive than the music of other artists,
because for SODRAC’s repertoire alone, broadcasters must pay two reproduction royalties. This
discourages use of that music, and encourages its replacement with works by non-SODRAC artists.
[91]

The decisions below also place CBC (and, if this trend is allowed to continue, all Canadian

broadcasters) at a disadvantage with respect to their American and other competitors who do not pay for
broadcast-incidental copies, again reducing the use of Canadian music. Hence, both sides of the copyright
balance are ill-served by the decisions below, which fail to even advert to this balancing exercise.
[92]

By contrast, this court’s judgment in CAIP provides an example of the necessary balancing

exercise, in that case concerning the telecommunication right, but carried out on facts analogous to those
of the present appeal. One of the issues in CAIP was whether “caching” violated copyright. Caching is
the process of creating a copy of a website on a server that is located closer to the end user. This allows
the user to access the “cached” copy of the website, rather than the more distant original, thereby
increasing browsing speed and lowering bandwidth costs.103 When a website includes music, caching
100

101

102

103

Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at paras 53 (digital content management systems are widespread),
50-56 (description of copying).
Transcript of Mr. Leclerc’s Testimony before the Copyright Board, 10 June 2010, vol 8 at 1520-1521,
AR vol 3 at 135; Transcript of Ms. Meloul’s Testimony before the Copyright Board, 14 June 2010, vol 10
at 1929-1930, AR vol 3 at 148.
Michael Heller, “Tragedy of the Anticommons: Property in Transition from Marx to Markets” (1998) 111
Harvard L Rev 621, ABA at Tab 33; Michael Heller & Rebecca Eisenberg, “Can Patents Deter Innovation?
The Anticommons in Biomedical Research” (1998) 280 Science 698, ABA at Tab 34.
CAIP, supra note 3 at paras 23-24.
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will necessarily make a copy of that music. In deciding that cached copies of music should not attract
copyright liability, this Court invoked policy reasons directly applicable to broadcast-incidental copies:
Parliament has decided that there is a public interest in encouraging
intermediaries who make telecommunications possible to expand and improve
their operations without the threat of copyright infringement. To impose
copyright liability on intermediaries would obviously chill that expansion and
development….
… Caching” is dictated by the need to deliver faster and more economic
service, and should not, when undertaken only for such technical reasons,
attract copyright liability.104
[93]

This Court also highlighted the fact that caching was a serendipitous consequence of

improvements in Internet technology, content-neutral, and that the effects of caching on copyright
holders were merely incidental.105 These characteristics are all shared by the broadcast-incidental copies
made by broadcasters under a synchronization licence.
[94]

The treatment of cached copies of musical works in CAIP provides a model of how this Court

should analyze whether television broadcast-incidental copies engage the reproduction right. Such an
analysis suggests that broadcast-incidental copies do not attract liability, since “technological neutrality
seeks to avoid imposing copyright liability on activities that, while theoretically capable of being
included in the Copyright Act, only incidentally implicate copyright”106 – an attribute shared by both
broadcast-incidental copies and the cached copies in CAIP.
[95]

SODRAC may try to distinguish CAIP on the basis that it involved the telecommunication right

and s. 2.4(1)(b) of the Act. However, following this Court’s judgment in ESA, the cached copies at issue
in CAIP would now be considered reproductions, not telecommunications.107 Accordingly, CBC submits
that the reasoning in CAIP remains compelling when applied to the facts of this appeal, especially when
combined with this Court’s judgment in ESA. In ESA, the true economic activity was reproduction, and
the Internet served as a mere “technological taxi” that delivered a reproduction to the user.108 Thus in
ESA, it was the reproduction that required a royalty, and not any incidental Internet transmissions. In this
case and in CAIP, the true economic activity is communication to the public by telecommunication, and
104
105
106
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108

Ibid at paras 114, 116.
Ibid at paras 114-115.
Hutchison, “2012 Copyright Decisions” supra note 72 at 609. See also Hutchison, “Technological
Neutrality Explained” supra note 71 at 17.
ESA, supra note 4 at paras 12, 29-32, 43.
ESA, supra note 4 at para 5.
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the making of incidental copies is merely the technological taxi by which digital systems deliver that
content to the public.
[96]

Finally, Parliament has signalled that it intended to exempt incidental digital copies from the

scope of the reproduction right even before the 2012 amendments. When introducing the Copyright
Modernization Act, the sponsoring Minister stated: “[i]t clarifies that the making of temporary technical
and incidental reproductions of copyrighted material as a part of a technological process is acceptable.”109
The choice of the word “clarifies” to describe the amendments relating to incidental digital copies is
significant. The other amendments, such as those concerning educational institutions, time-shifting, or
exceptions for the visually impaired, were all expressly described as changes or innovations. Digital
incidental copies are the only area where the amendments are described as clarifying a pre-existing rule
of law. In other words, Parliament considers that incidental digital copies are not, and have never been,
subject to the reproduction right. The 2012 amendments represent a clarification, rather than change to
the law.110
[97]

Parliament’s understanding of how incidental digital copies are treated under the Act was not

just proclaimed in the House; it was also widely publicized to Canadians. On the official Copyright
Modernization Act website, the government wrote that “The Bill clarifies that there are no copyright
implications for temporary, technical and incidental digital reproductions made as part of a technical
process.”111 Once again, the language of clarification is used only with respect to incidental digital copies,
while the other provisions of the Act are described as changes to the pre-existing state of the law. This
website was in place for almost a year before the amendments came into force.112 That Parliament saw
fit to educate Canadians about its understanding of the pre-2012 law respecting incidental digital copies
shows that it intended this view to be acted upon before the Copyright Modernization Act came into
force, and is another sign that Parliament never intended for incidental copies to be subject to the
reproduction right.
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House of Commons Debates, 40th Parl, 3rd Sess, No 92 (2 November 2010) at 1020 [emphasis added],
ABA at Tab 35.
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If a Licence is Required, the Broadcast-incidental Copies are Covered by
Synchronization Licences

[98]

If a licence is required, CBC submits that its synchronization licence (or the synchronization

licences obtained by third-party producers) includes the right to make broadcast-incidental copies. As a
result, SODRAC is not entitled to a separate royalty for the broadcast-incidental copies over and above
the royalty it already receives for the synchronization licence.
[99]

There are two reasons why the right to make broadcast-incidental copies is and should be

implied into a synchronization licence: first, the purpose of the synchronization licence would be
frustrated if there was no implicit authorization to make incidental copies; second, if SODRAC is allowed
to sub-divide the reproduction right, it can engage in non-neutral royalty stacking.
[100]

First, any synchronization licence would be economically sterile without the right to make

broadcast-incidental copies. As noted above, a “bare” synchronization licence of the kind offered by
SODRAC allows the licensee to make only a single master copy. While a single master copy could, in
theory, have been used during the early years of television broadcasting, digital broadcasting requires the
creation of additional copies (if only to transfer the contents of the master into the broadcaster’s digital
content management system).113 Thus, a single master copy is useless without a corresponding implied
licence to make the necessary broadcast-incidental copies.114 A technologically-neutral approach to a
synchronization licence is one that implies the necessary incidental rights in order to achieve the licence’s
agreed-upon purpose. In the case of a synchronization licence granted to a television producer or
broadcaster, this purpose is broadcasting the program, which by necessary implication includes the right
to make broadcast-incidental copies.
[101]

This Court has already adopted a similar approach to implied licences to make necessary

reproductions. In Neputsky v. Dominion Bridge Co.,115 an architect granted a licence to construct a
building, but the licence did not provide for any reproductions of the blueprints for use by subcontractors.
After a dispute with the owner-builder, the architect sued for copyright infringement, arguing that the
reproductions of his blueprints made by the subcontractors were infringements. This Court rejected that
argument, stating that the grant of a licence to build the physical embodiment of the architectural work

113
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Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at paras 54-55; Leclerc Testimony, supra note 101 at 1521; Bell
Testimony, supra note 24 at 2030-2032; Meloul Testimony, supra note 101 at 1930.
Wall Expert Report supra note 36 at para 41; Leclerc Testimony, ibid at 1521.
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“implied consent to reproduce the plans in as many copies as might be necessary for the construction of
the work.”116
[102]

The situation in this appeal is similar. The synchronization licence is analogous to the

architectural construction licence. The implied right to make broadcast-incidental copies is analogous to
the implied right to make copies of the blueprints. In both cases, a reproduction licence includes implicit
authorization to make all incidental reproductions necessary to implement the primary purpose of the
licence and achieve the goals for which it was granted. In both cases, denial of an implied right to make
incidental reproductions renders the reproduction licence useless.
[103]

A technologically-neutral interpretation of a synchronization licence is thus one which calls for

inclusion of an authorization to carry out all necessary incidental reproductions in order to achieve the
purpose for which the licence was granted. Having agreed to grant a synchronization licence which it
knew would be used for the sole purpose of broadcasting television programs, SODRAC cannot derogate
from its own grant by claiming that its synchronization licence does not extend to all necessary incidental
copies. Any other interpretation of the synchronization licence means that the producer or CBC has paid
for the right to make a single master copy, and no more – a right that is useless in a modern digital
broadcasting environment.117
[104]

Second, to allow SODRAC to sub-divide its reproduction right in this manner amounts to

forbidden and non-neutral royalty stacking, as explained in the previous section. As such, the Board and
the FCA should have refused to issue a statutory licence which was non-neutral in its content and thus
incompatible with the Copyright Act.
[105]

The mandate of the Board is to uphold the public interest and to apply the Copyright Act as

interpreted by this Court.118 This includes the principle of technological neutrality. In particular, as this
Court held in ESA, the principle of technological neutrality requires that the Copyright Act be interpreted
so as to avoid imposing additional layers of royalties at the behest of collective societies.119
Consequently, a collective society cannot be allowed to co-opt the Board or the judiciary and use them
as a coercive mechanism to force a non-neutral licence upon an unwilling licensee.
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Ibid at 377.
In CBC’s case, the statutory licence grants CBC a blanket synchronization licence for a cost, prior to
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Having failed to convince CBC to accept a non-neutral licence via negotiation, SODRAC chose

to invoke the statutory arbitration procedures of the Act. By choosing to proceed under the Act, SODRAC
became subject to all the mandatory provisions of the Act, including the requirement of technological
neutrality. The Board was bound to apply technological neutrality, and SODRAC’s preferences for a
non-neutral licence cannot justify the Board’s departing from this Court’s copyright jurisprudence.
Consequently, the Board should have issued a licence under which the broadcast-incidental copies were
covered by the synchronization licence.
[107]

Similarly, the Board should not have allowed itself to be co-opted as SODRAC’s agent in

imposing a layered licensing scheme contrary to this Court’s guidance in ESA. Post-Théberge, the role
of the courts in applying the Copyright Act is to achieve a balance between the rights of creators and
users.120 Technological neutrality plays a key role in that balance by ensuring that collective societies
cannot impose layered licence payments for the same economic activity.121
[108]

By simply accepting SODRAC’s revenue-maximizing licensing scheme, without subjecting it

to the balancing exercise this Court conducted in Théberge, the Board and the FCA failed to fulfill their
respective roles under the Act. Indeed, the Board seems to have simply deferred to SODRAC’s preferred
licensing strategies.122 The FCA adopted the same approach on appeal when it acknowledged that
SODRAC’s licensing strategy was designed solely to maximize the revenues of its members.123 As this
Court held in Vigneux, deferring to collective societies is precisely the opposite of the Board’s
function.124
[109]

Finally, SODRAC will likely rely on Bishop to argue that there cannot be an implied licence

here. Any such reliance would be mistaken. As explained in A(ii), above, the continued authority of
Bishop can be doubted, and it is in any case distinguishable for the reasons below.
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The absence of a reproduction licence is the key factor that distinguishes Bishop from this

appeal. In Bishop, the broadcaster had no reproduction licence and was forced to argue that a performance
licence it obtained through CAPAC (the predecessor to SOCAN) also covered reproductions. 125 Here,
CBC’s use of music in its programming has been authorized by a synchronization licence (secured either
by CBC itself or by a third-party producer) which authorizes the reproduction of musical works in
synchronization with TV programs.
[111]

Another distinguishing factor is that CAPAC, the source of the alleged reproduction licence, did

not have the capacity to grant reproduction licences. As this Court noted in Bishop, CAPAC administered
only performance rights and its statutory powers under the Act were limited to the performance right.126
As a result, any attempt by the broadcaster in Bishop to claim a reproduction licence through CAPAC
would run afoul of the nemo dat rule: because CAPAC did not control the reproduction right, it could
not grant any kind of reproduction licence, implicit or otherwise. Here, SODRAC’s sole purpose is to
grant reproduction licences. No one disputes the fact that SODRAC has the capacity to grant reproduction
licences over its repertoire.
[112]

Ultimately, the implied licence issue in Bishop is very different from the implied licence issue

raised by this appeal. In Bishop, the defendant broadcaster asked this Court to convert a public
performance licence into a reproduction licence through various legal arguments. 127 Here, CBC has a
reproduction licence from SODRAC – its synchronization licence (or the synchronization licence
obtained by third-party producers). CBC also has a public performance licence from SOCAN for the
broadcast of the music included in its TV programs. Unlike the broadcaster in Bishop, CBC is not
attempting to convert its public performance licence into a reproduction licence or vice versa. CBC has
no need to do so, since it has both.
[113]

Instead, the question raised by this appeal concerns the scope of CBC’s existing reproduction

licence. Under the principle of technological neutrality, does a certain kind of reproduction licence
(i.e. a synchronization licence) include implied authorization to make broadcast-incidental copies? That
is a different, and more limited, question than the one before this Court in Bishop. CBC submits that
under a technologically-neutral approach to the Act, this question should be answered in the affirmative.
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(C)

Issue 2: Broadcast-incidental Copies were Valued on Incorrect Legal Principles

[114]

If this Court believes that CBC requires a licence for broadcast-incidental copies, CBC submits

that the royalty for this licence should be nominal, in order to reflect the fact that these copies have no
independent economic value (C(i)). In the alternative, if this Court believes that broadcast-incidental
copies have more than nominal value, the case should be returned to the Board for determination in
accordance with the principle of technological neutrality (C(ii)).
(i)
[115]

Broadcast-incidental Copies Should Attract only a Nominal Royalty

If a licence is required and broadcast-incidental copies are not covered by the synchronization

licence, CBC submits that a technologically-neutral licence would attribute only nominal value to
broadcast-incidental copies. In line with other nominal royalties imposed by the Board, CBC suggests a
nominal royalty of $100 per year.128
[116]

The Board arrived at a value of $1.2 million/year ($1.7 million/year before repertoire

adjustment) for the broadcast-incidental copies on the basis of faulty legal reasoning. Specifically, the
Board adopted a simplistic and non-neutral analysis under which the mere adoption of copy-dependent
digital technology triggered the automatic payment of additional royalties:
The first question concerns the extent to which the adoption of new
technology should trigger royalties. According to CBC and Astral, this does
not warrant additional royalty payments even where it results in more copies
being made. We disagree. The adoption of copy-dependent technologies
allows broadcasters to remain competitive and to protect their core business
even when it does not generate direct profits. These technologies are necessary
for Astral and CBC to remain relevant so that services continue to be seen by
the public. These are clear benefits arising from the copy-dependent
technologies. Since these technologies involve the use of additional copies,
some of the benefits associated with the technologies must be reflected in the
remuneration that flows from these incidental, additional copies.129
On appeal, the FCA summarized the Board’s approach (with apparent approval) as being “more copies
mean more value and thus, more royalties.”130
128
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See e.g. Statutory Licence Decision, supra note 6 at para 182. Recall that the Statutory Licence Decision
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Such crudely quantitative reasoning runs counter to the approach this Court adopted in the

Pentalogy. In ESA, this Court cautioned that the Board should avoid imposing “a gratuitous cost for the
use of more efficient, Internet-based [i.e. digital] technologies.”131 That is exactly what has happened
here: the Board’s tariff relies on a conjecture of value based solely on the number of copies made.
Similarly, in Rogers, this Court ruled that “[i]f the nature of the activity in both cases is the same, albeit
accomplished through different technical means, there is no justification for distinguishing between the
two for copyright purposes” and it urged courts to focus on the “underlying communications activity.”132
That is exactly the opposite of what happened here: CBC’s underlying communication activity has not
changed, yet its copyright royalties are being increased as a result of using different technical means.
[118]

Rogers was foreshadowed by CTV Television (arguably this Court’s earliest technological

neutrality case), where this Court refused to certify a tariff because it “would have the anomalous result
that the extent of the copyright with respect to the communication or transmission of performances of
musical works, would depend on the means employed for such communication or transmission.”133
[119]

In other words, this Court’s case law teaches that courts should focus on the economic “what”

and not the technological “how.” This jurisprudence suggests that where the underlying economic
activity has not changed, there is no justification for altering its copyright treatment. Two functionallyequivalent activities should receive similar copyright treatment.134
[120]

Here, there has been no change in CBC’s underlying communications activity. Both before and

after its adoption of digital content management systems, CBC broadcasts television programs to a
Canadian audience in a functionally-equivalent manner. Given that there has been no change to the
underlying activity, the Board had no justification to add an extra layer of reproduction royalties.
[121]

A nominal royalty is appropriate because the copies in question have no independent economic

value. Indeed, the Board itself has recognized that where a reproduction lacks “significant standalone
economic value,” a nominal royalty should be awarded. 135 From a broadcaster’s point of view, the
economic value in a copyrighted work is unlocked by its transmission to the public, since this is the
economic activity that generates advertising and other revenues. Accordingly, broadcasters pay
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substantial royalties to collective societies such as SOCAN who administer the right to perform musical
works in public. By contrast, broadcast-incidental reproductions have no independent economic value.
[122]

The industry itself has always treated broadcast-incidental copies as lacking economic value.

Broadcast-incidental copies are so unimportant to the television industry that they are either not
mentioned in synchronization licences, or if they are, they are always covered by the synchronization
licence at no extra cost.136 The industry’s approach is logical given that broadcast-incidental copies are
not sold or otherwise monetized by broadcasters or producers.137 No rightsholder prior to SODRAC has
attempted to monetize them in Canada. As such, these copies merit only nominal royalties.
[123]

The Board argued that substantial royalties for broadcast-incidental copies were justified

because the creation of these copies is “necessary… so that [CBC’s] services continue to be seen by the
public.”138 It is true that preventing a broadcaster from making broadcast-incidental copies could paralyze
that broadcaster’s activities,139 but this does not justify awarding substantial royalties. The fact that
denying a broadcaster the right to make broadcast-incidental copies could cripple its digital broadcasting
operations does not prove that these copies have positive economic value. At best, it proves that
broadcast-incidental copies have potential to prevent the generation of economic value. Copyright
holders should not receive substantial royalties for this kind of “holdup” value. Doing so would facilitate
the emergence of an intellectual property anticommons and would not advance the creation or
dissemination of works.140
[124]

The economic value of reproducing a musical work in a television program is fully captured by

the synchronization licence paid for by the program’s producer. The economic value of broadcasting that
music as part of a television program is fully captured by the royalties broadcasters pay to SOCAN. Any
royalties payable for incidental reproductions that occur in between are mere economic rents, and amount
to double dipping by SODRAC. Under a technologically-neutral approach and in order to avoid double
dipping, SODRAC should be entitled to at best a nominal royalty.
136
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If a Non-nominal Royalty is Appropriate, that Royalty Should not Depend on SOCAN’s
Royalties

[125]

The Board valued broadcast-incidental copies using a legally-inappropriate methodology, one

that does not reflect the fundamental differences between the reproduction and performance rights, and
which has no basis in rational economic analysis. Specifically, the Board did not undertake a valuation
exercise of the broadcast-incidental copies. Instead, it arbitrarily set the value of the broadcast-incidental
copies at 31.25% of the royalties CBC pays to SOCAN (adjusted for repertoire).141 Thus, CBC’s royalties
for broadcast-incidental copies under the Statutory Licence Decision are roughly a one-third ratio of the
lump sum that it pays to SOCAN.
[126]

CBC currently pays SOCAN a lump sum royalty of $6.9 million annually for its conventional

television broadcasting.142 This lump sum payment is calculated to reflect a percentage of CBC’s
advertising revenue and government appropriations that is similar to the royalties that commercial TV
broadcasters pay to SOCAN.
[127]

The Board’s use of a ratio in this case is irrational, because it results in a reproduction royalty

that does not depend on the number of copies made. No matter how many (or how few) broadcastincidental copies CBC generates, SODRAC’s royalties under the Statutory Licence Decision do not
change. This is because SOCAN’s royalties are a lump sum, and thus do not vary with the number of
reproductions made by CBC. Thus, SODRAC’s royalties do not vary either, because they are merely one
third of that unchanging lump sum.
[128]

If the Board is tasked with setting a reproduction royalty, and broadcast-incidental copies have

independent economic value (as SODRAC claims), then surely the Board should be able to value those
copies. The Board’s inability to link copyright royalties to the activity of reproduction leads to the
illogicality of a “reproduction” royalty that does not depend on the number of reproductions actually
made by CBC.
[129]

As a further example of the illogicalities inherent in a ratio approach, consider the following

scenario: CBC abandons its digital content management systems and returns to analog technology which
uses fewer copies. Even after abandoning digital technology, CBC’s royalty payments to SODRAC will
remain the same, since SODRAC’s royalties are a fixed fraction of SOCAN’s royalties, and the use of
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fewer copies does not affect SOCAN’s royalties. Thus, although the Board justified the substantial
increase in SODRAC’s royalties by citing CBC’s adoption of copy-dependent digital technologies, it has
crafted a licence that requires CBC to pay the increased royalty rate even if CBC stops using copydependent technology.
[130]

The Board’s use of ratios is also troubling because it ignores this Court’s warning in ESA that

“[p]erforming a work is fundamentally different than reproducing it” and that the distinction between
reproduction and performance rights should be maintained in the context of collective administration of
copyright.143 Instead, the Board’s decision blurs the line between the two rights.
[131]

This blurring occurs because the Board’s ratio-based approach implicitly uses evidence about

the value of SOCAN’s performance rights in order to calculate the value of SODRAC’s reproduction
rights. Since SODRAC’s royalties were arbitrarily set at roughly 1/3 of SOCAN’s royalties, SODRAC
is relieved of the need to adduce any evidence about the value of the reproduction right. It can merely
rely on the value of SOCAN’s royalties, since its own royalties become a fixed fraction of those received
by SOCAN.
[132]

This is problematic because SOCAN’s royalties were determined on the basis of evidence

addressing the value of the performance right. This evidence would clearly be irrelevant to valuing the
reproduction right. But under a ratio approach, evidence adduced to prove the value of the performance
right becomes the implicit foundation for SODRAC’s royalties. As a result, the Board is effectively
relying on the same evidence base to value both rights, contrary to this Court’s guidance in ESA.
[133]

A further problem is that there is simply no rational connection between the value of incidental

reproductions and revenues derived from broadcasts (which is the basis of SOCAN’s royalties). Yet this
is exactly what the Board’s ratio-based approach involves.144 As a result, CBC pays “reproduction”
royalties that are indirectly based on the number of broadcasts that it carries out, since the number and
extent of CBC’s broadcasts (and the music they contain) were used to determine SOCAN’s royalties.
[134]

The use of ratios is a decision-making shortcut, since it relieves the Board from having to

determine the actual value of the copies at issue. Here, this shortcut has led the Board astray. In the
absence of reliable evidence of value, the Board is not in a position to impose fair and reasonable
royalties, and should have declined to impose licence without more evidence.145
143
144
145
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If this Court believes that broadcast-incidental copies require a licence, and that the licence fee

should be more than nominal, then CBC asks that this Court return the matter to the Board, to be
determined in accordance with the principle of technological neutrality, and following an independent
valuation exercise that does not rely on any SOCAN tariff.
(D)

Issue 3: The Board Erred by Issuing an Interim Licence

[136]

If the Statutory Licence Decision is overturned by this Court, then the Interim Licence Decision

falls as well. Even if the Statutory Licence Decision is upheld for the 2008-2012 period, CBC submits
that it should not be prolonged on an interim basis for the 2012-2016 period. There are two reasons for
this. First, the Board’s interim licence prolongs the wrong status quo: rather than maintaining the
Statutory Licence Decision, it should have adopted the 1992 Licence (D(i)). Second, even if the Statutory
Licence Decision is used as the basis for an interim award, the Board lacked jurisdiction to prolong the
blanket synchronization licence component of that decision on an interim basis (D(ii)).
(i)
[137]

The Board Applied the Wrong Test in Granting an Interim Licence

The Board erred in law by continuing the Statutory Licence Decision on an interim basis,

because the Board’s “status quo test” is legally flawed in three respects.146 First, it amounts to an
automatic prolongation of all statutory licences, contrary to the will of Parliament. Second, it
systematically ignores relevant information. Third, it produces results which are inconsistent with the
judicial test for stays pending appeal. If all the relevant circumstances are taken into account, the true
status quo which should be maintained is that reflected by the 1992 Licence.
[138]

First, the Board’s status quo test has ceased to be a true test, and has become a self-fulfilling

prophecy. This has occurred because the Board considers its own decisions as instantly creating a new
status quo: “In the context of an application for an interim decision, the status quo is the state of the
relationship existing between the parties, whether recent or not. The 2008-2012 licence currently
represents the status quo.”147 As a result, statutory licences or existing tariffs are almost always upheld
as constituting the new status quo.
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This automatic prolongation of statutory licences is inconsistent with Parliament’s intent.

If Parliament had intended the Board to automatically prolong its own decisions on an interim basis, it
would have said so. It did not. In fact, s. 66.51 states that the Board “may” issue an interim licence. The
use of the permissive “may” contemplates a discretionary decision, while the absence of a prescribed
statutory test suggests that the Board should consider all relevant factors. Instead, the Board has fettered
its discretion by adopting an overly restrictive definition of the status quo, one that privileges its own
decisions over all other factors.
[140]

Second, by defining the status quo solely in terms of its own decisions, the Board’s test requires

it to discount or ignore relevant information. In the present case, the Board’s statutory licence was
24 hours old when SODRAC brought its application for an interim licence, and was only three months
old at the date of the Interim Licence Decision. By contrast, the parties’ contractual licence had been in
effect for 20 years.148 Yet the Board gave no weight to two decades of negotiated dealings between the
parties, since its definition of the status quo did not look beyond its own recently-issued decision.
[141]

Similarly, the Board did not believe that this Court’s Copyright Pentalogy and the 2012

amendments to the Act could justify departing from the status quo established by its own prior decision.
Together, these two events are likely the largest single change in Canadian copyright law. One of the
purposes of the 2012 amendments was to “permit businesses… to make greater use of copyright material
in digital form.”149 If the Pentalogy and the 2012 amendments cannot justify an interim licence that
differs from the Board’s own decision, then nothing ever will.
[142]

Indeed, in a joint submission to the Parliamentary committee studying the Copyright

Modernization Act, SODRAC and CMRRA admitted that if the Act was passed without the changes they
were requesting, their royalties would first decline sharply, and then disappear entirely a short time after
the amendments came into force.150 Parliament passed the Copyright Modernization Act without

148

149
150

The 1992 licence was twice adopted by Board as the basis for a fair interim licence while the statutory
licence proceedings were under way: SODRAC v CBC (Interactive Kiosks; Explora; Blanket Licence 20122016) (30 April 2012), Copyright Board Interim Decision, AR vol 2 at 19; SODRAC v CBC (31 March
2009), Copyright Board Interim Decision), AR vol 3 at 1. It was also accepted by the FCA as the appropriate
status quo when CBC applied for a stay of the Board’s decisions pending appeal (FCA Stay Judgment, supra
note 53).
Copyright Modernization Act, supra note 75 at preamble clause (c).
Submissions to Parliament filed by SODRAC-CMRRA Inc. (joint venture between SODRAC and CMRRA)
Regarding the Copyright Modernization Act at paras 2, 5, 11, 18-22, 100 (especially paras 11, 100),
attachment to Letter from Counsel for CBC to the Copyright Board re: SODRAC’s request for an interim
licence, dated 16 November 2012, AR vol 6 at 34.
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SODRAC’s proposed changes. It is disingenuous for SODRAC to admit the far-reaching nature of the
2012 amendments to the Act when it is lobbying Parliament for favourable treatment, then adopt the
opposite position before the courts. The post-2012 legal environment is not “business as usual” for
SODRAC. This weighs strongly against using a decision rendered under pre-2012 copyright law as an
interim licence in the post-2012 period.
[143]

Third, the Board’s status quo test generates results that are inconsistent with judicial stays

pending appeals. The judicial test for a stay pending appeal takes account of all the circumstances of the
case, including the true status quo that existed before the order under appeal. As a result, in the present
case the FCA stayed the Board Interim Licence “in order to maintain the status quo which prevailed
between the parties prior to when the Decision was issued.”151 It is incongruous that a Board decision
that purported to preserve the status quo was stayed by a higher court, also acting in the name of the
status quo. This incongruity flows from the Board’s erroneous test for interim statutory licences. Courts
take account of all relevant circumstances, while the Board focuses almost exclusively on its own
decision.
[144]

CBC submits that under the proper definition of the status quo, the 1992 Licence should be used

as the parties’ interim licence. This emerges from a definition of the status quo that considers all the
circumstances of this case, including this Court’s 2012 Copyright Pentalogy, the many additional users’
rights created by the 2012 amendments to the Act, the 20-year history of the 1992 Licence, and the fact
that the 1992 Licence was considered an appropriate interim licence by the Board and the FCA. Under
this approach, the 1992 Licence is a more appropriate interim licence for the post-2012 period than the
Board’s Statutory Licence Decision.
(ii)
[145]

Part of the Interim Licence Was Made Without Jurisdiction

Even if the Statutory Licence Decision is used as the basis for an interim licence between the

parties, the blanket synchronization licence component should be overturned. The Board lacked
jurisdiction to dictate CBC’s business methods to it by imposing an expensive blanket synchronization
licence on an unwilling licensee.

151

FCA Stay Judgment, supra note 53 at para 33.
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The Board’s jurisdiction under s. 70.2 of the Act is limited to fixing the amount of royalties.

[146]

The Board cannot compel the parties to enter into a licence in the first place. Nor can the Board alter the
subject-matter of the licence. The Board’s jurisdiction to issue interim licences is no broader than its
jurisdiction on the merits. Thus, when CBC unequivocally stated that it did not want an interim
synchronization licence, and that it would instead adopt a transactional approach to synchronization
licensing, the Board lacked jurisdiction to issue a blanket synchronization licence as part of the interim
licence.
[147]

The text of s. 70.2 is clear that under statutory arbitration, the Board’s jurisdiction is limited to

fixing “the royalties” and “their [i.e. the royalties’] related terms and conditions.” The Board has no
jurisdiction to fix the content of the licence itself or impose a licence on an unwilling licensee.152
Yet that is exactly what the Board did when it insisted that CBC take an expensive blanket
synchronization licence on an interim basis, despite CBC’s documented intent to engage in transactional
licensing.153
[148]

Allowing the Board to determine the subject-matter of the statutory licence (rather than just the

royalties) leads to a number of illogical outcomes. For example, the Board could grant an exclusive
licence over the entire repertoire of a collective society, thereby preventing that collective society from
functioning. No one believes this is the law; if a user asks for an exclusive licence, and the collective
society refuses, there is no room for any statutory arbitration. Similarly, if a movie producer and a
collective society go to arbitration over the cost of music licences for a single movie, the collective
society cannot be allowed to demand that the producer take an ongoing blanket licence to the collective
society’s entire repertoire. The movie producer neither wants nor needs a blanket licence, and it would
be an abuse of the arbitration system to foist such an overly-broad licence upon an unwilling licensee.
[149]

CBC requires the flexibility of transactional licensing to adapt its business model to uncertain

markets and ever-decreasing government appropriations. Under transactional licensing, CBC pays for
only the songs that it actually uses in its broadcasts. By contrast, a blanket licence requires it to pay for
a licence over all of SODRAC’s repertoire, which includes tens of thousands of songs that CBC will
never use.
152

153

Roger Hughes & Susan Peacock, Halsbury’s Laws of Canada: Copyright (LexisNexis, 2011) at
para HCY-51 fn 12: “These provisions relate only to royalties and related terms and conditions. There is no
provision, for instance, whereby a potential user can force an unwilling owner to grant a licence at all,”
ABA at Tab 36.
See e.g. Testimony of Ms. Carbonneau before the Copyright Board, 15 June 2010, vol 11 at 2233, AR vol 3
at 193; Letter from Counsel for CBC to the Copyright Board re: SODRAC’s Request for an Interim Licence,
dated 16 November 2012, AR vol 6 at 34.
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Where SODRAC proposes a blanket synchronization licence, and CBC proposes to acquire

transactional synchronization licences, the Board cannot give effect to either proposal without altering
the subject matter of the proposed licence. SODRAC is demanding that CBC purchase a licence to its
entire repertoire; CBC is proposing to purchase only the licences that it intends to use. This is an
irreconcilable conflict as to the appropriate subject-matter of the licence, not the price. The Board lacks
jurisdiction to force either party to alter it business model.
[151]

To be clear, CBC is not arguing that it can simply ignore the need for a synchronization licence;

CBC has always acknowledged that it requires a licence to synchronize music. CBC’s position is that
because it intends to seek out synchronization licences on a transactional, case-by-case basis, the Board
lacks jurisdiction to impose a different method of doing business on it, such as the imposition of a blanket
synchronization licence. CBC will either acquire the licences that it needs from SODRAC, or it will
abstain from using SODRAC’s repertoire – as CBC does when dealing with all other copyright holders.
(E)

Conclusion

[152]

Since this Court’s CTV Television and CAIP decisions, technological neutrality has been a core

interpretative principle of the Copyright Act. This Court applied technological neutrality to determine
Robertson and three of the five Pentalogy cases. Yet in its judgment below, the FCA held that courts are
free to interpret the Copyright Act in a non-technologically neutral manner, thereby departing from both
this Court’s jurisprudence and the doctrine of stare decisis.
[153]

By so doing, the FCA endorsed a statutory licence that penalizes broadcasters and the viewing

public for the adoption of digital technology, by imposing heavier royalties on broadcasters who use
digital content management systems than on those who do not. These royalties are assessed on
intermediate digital copies that have no independent economic value, which results in an unearned
windfall for SODRAC. This windfall has already led to copycat tariffs being advanced by another
collective society.154
[154]

Treating two forms of media differently – and imposing a higher royalty rate on the digital

version – is precisely the undesirable outcome that this Court warned against in Rogers and ESA. As a
result of the decisions below, broadcasters who adopt digital content management systems face higher
royalties running into millions of dollars per year. Yet digital content management systems achieve the

154

See the CMRRA tariff discussed at para [46] of this factum.
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same technical and economic outcome as their pre-digital counterparts. In both cases, musical works are
broadcast as part of TV programs, and the underlying economic activity (broadcasting the TV program
to the public) remains the same. A technologically-neutral approach would not treat modern digital
broadcasting systems any differently from their older, analog counterparts. Unfortunately, that was not
the approach adopted in the decisions below.
[155]

As a result, the decisions below transform copyright into a tax on innovation in the broadcasting

sector, one that is paid in the first instance by broadcasters, but whose ultimate effects are borne by
ordinary Canadians, who face increased barriers to accessing culture through public and private
broadcasting.
[156]

If allowed to stand, the Statutory Licence Decision will slow the adoption of information

technology and raise barriers to accessing culture in Francophone communities. If SODRAC’s Englishlanguage counterparts succeed in forcing similar tariffs through the Board by relying on the
FCA Judgment, these barriers will be extended to Anglophone communities as well. Indeed, such efforts
are already underway.155
[157]

By contrast, if this Court allows the appeal, it will reaffirm the importance of technological

neutrality, restore the proper balance between copyright holders and users, and remind lower courts of
the importance of following binding precedent. Accordingly, CBC requests that its appeal be granted on
the terms set out below.
---------PART IV – ORDER SOUGHT CONCERNING COSTS
[158]

CBC requests its costs in this Court and in the Federal Court of Appeal.
---------PART V – ORDERS SOUGHT

[159]


With respect to file A-516-12 (the FCA’s affirmation of the Statutory Licence Decision):
An order setting aside the statutory licence as it relates to broadcast-incidental copies for CBC’s
television and Internet operations;

155

Ibid.
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An order that television and Internet broadcast-incidental copies do not require any royalty
payments, or in the alternative, an order that they require a nominal royalty of $100 per year, or
in the further alternative, an order remanding the valuation of television and Internet broadcastincidental copies to the Board, this valuation to be carried out in accordance with the principles
of technological neutrality and without relying on SOCAN’s royalties; and


[160]


Such further and other relief as this Court considers just.
With respect to file A-63-13 (the FCA’s affirmation of the Interim Licence Decision):
An order setting aside the interim licence and an order that the 1992 Licence will continue in
force as an interim licence until the Board renders a decision on the 2012-2016 period;



In the alternative, a declaration that the Board lacks jurisdiction to impose an interim blanket
licence for synchronization rights on an unwilling licensee, and an order setting aside the blanket
synchronization component of the interim licence; and



Such further and other relief as this Court considers just.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 22nd day of December, 2014.

Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP
Marek Nitoslawski
Joanie Lapalme
Counsel for the Appellant
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